INVITATION

The United Lao Council for Peace, Freedom and Reconstruction (ULC) in cooperation with our MOU Colleagues have the honor and pleasure to invite you to attend our upcoming ULC/ MOU Annual Conference in St. Paul, Minnesota, on October 27, 2018. Detailed information on this ULC/ MOU Annual Conference will be sent out as soon as possible (ASAP). We request that all MOU Leaders/Staff Officers/Advisors and ULC Board of Advisors, Central and States’ Executive Committees and Group leaders must attend this important Conference; all ULC members are also encouraged to attend it.

This year, the Excellency Tiao Phouangsavath, ULC overall President, from Paris, France and General Soutchay Vongsavanh, our Honorable Advisor for ULC and former Commander of Royal Lao Armed Forces, Region-4, from Washington, D.C., will both lead the Conference. We are also sending invitation to our US State Department and hope to have the Director or Deputy Director for ASEAN/Indo-Pacific politics to attend our Conference.

Our 2018 ULC/MOU Annual Inter-Continental Conference will be at White Dragon Hall, 1600 White Bear Avenue, St. Paul, MN. 55106. The Conference will focus on consolidating all MOU-I and MOU-II leaders/Staff Officers with structure, policy and by-laws to strengthen our LaoNok Unity to strategically change Laos into democracy through human rights, freedom of religions and democracy advocacy, so all Lao Nok and Lao Nai can rebuild the country into a true independent nation with full territory integrity, peace, democracy and prosperity like its neighbors.

For further information, please contact:

1. Mr. VANG Chong -- 559-681-1430
2. Mr. Visanou KHAMPHOUY -- 251-422-8557
3. Dr. Farley SAYASENG -- 559-906-4693
4. Mr. Bounleuam INSEETHONG -- 612-363-7722
5. Mr. Lo-Cam OUN -- 479-414-9291
6. Mr. Naopheng XIONG -- 651-332-4773
7. Dr. Xaylong YANG -- 612-407-9535
8. LTC Tou-Fu VANG -- 651-324-6805
Sincerely,

Tiao Phouangsavath  
President  
United Lao Council (ULC)

Mr. Vang Chong  
Vice-President  
United Lao Council (ULC)

General Soutchay Vongsavanh  
Honorable Advisor  
United Lao Council (ULC)

Dr. Harley Sayaseng  
President  
Lao United For Democracy (LUDI)

Mr. Visanou Khamphouy  
President  
Lao People Power (LPP)

Mr. Houmpahanh Ratanaphom  
President  
Free Lao Campaign (FLC)

Dr. James Keosamona
United Lao Council for Peace, Freedom and Reconstruction

1001 Johnson Parkway, Suite B-13, St. Paul, MN 55106
Telephone: (651) 324-6805

FY 2018 ULC/MOU ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

PROGRAM AGENDA:

FRIDAY - 10/26/18 - 4:00PM-TO-6:00PM - MOU LEADERS MEETING - REVIEWING/ADJUSTING PROGRAM AGENDA.
SATURDAY - 10/27/18 - ALL DAY MEETING - 8:00AM-TO-4:00PM/PARTY AFTER.

DATE: October 27, 2018
TIME: 8:00AM - 4:00PM
LOCATION: White Dragon Hall
1600 White Bear Avenue North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55106.
Tel. 612-407-9535 & 651-332-4773 & 651-324-6805

AGENDA:
8:00AM REGISTRATION/SECURITY CHECKS
8:30AM
* Salute USA and Royal Lao National Flags
* Honoring our Heroes/Fallen Soldiers/Veterans who sacrificed to defend freedom and democracy in Laos/Indochina/USA.

MCs: Ms. Bouavanh Sidavong, Mr. Chueva Xiong, Dr. Xaylong Yang

8:45AM *Opening/Welcoming Remarks by Mr. Naopheng Xiong, Conference Chairman

8:55AM Welcoming Remarks by Mr. Vang Chong, ULC/V-P/ and President of USA/ULC on the Conference Mission.

9:05AM *Keynote Speech by Gen. Soutchay Vongsavanh and reading His Excellency Tiao Phouangsavath's message, ULC President, Paris, France.

Briefing on Constitution and Policy of Each MOU/Organization

9:20AM ULC President – Mr. Vang Chong
9:35AM  LPP President — Mr. Visanou Khamphouy
9:50AM  LUDI President — Dr. Farley Sayaseng
10:05AM FLC President — Mr. Joe or Major Houmpphanh Rattanakhom

10:20AM  Other MOU-II Leaders: Tentatively, Dr. Somboun Thoranh/Ad-Hoc Committee from France; Dr. Richard Saysomorn/IFreedom TV; Mr. Vanlang Khamsook of ADL/USA; Dr. Tououly Lyfoung/Santiphab Org.

11:00AM  Encourage LaoNok UNITY: VP Lo-Cam OUN, Dr. Xaylong Yang, Mr. Kheuab Douangphrachanh/Mr. Joe Rattakhom.

12:00 NOON  LUNCH — Provided by ULC

01:00PM  OTHER SPEAKERS
- US State Department Deputy Secretary on Indo-Pacific politics and security.
- Ambassador Joseph Rees (retired) on US Polley toward Laos and Indochina.

01:40PM  2018 ULC/MOU Report by LTC Tou-Fu Vang, Secretary-General, ULC/MOU Staff Officer

02:00PM  Continental, States, Ethnic and Special Reports:
Asia; Europe; Australia; Canada; US/States Leaders.

03:00PM  QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
03:30PM  Conference Summarizing by Dr. Xaylong Yang, Chair ULC/Strategic Committee and Mr. Kheuab Douangphrachanh, LPP Coordinator.

03:40PM  All Conference Participants to Sing the Lao Song
“LAO HOUAM SAMPHANH”

03:50PM  Closing Remarks by Mr. Sisouk Siphengphans, Secretary (LPP) and Mr. Nhaivue Chue, Conference Co-Chair

4:00PM  MEETING ADJOURNS. THANK YOU ALL FOR COMING!

7:00PM  ***(OPTION) GRAND BACI CEREMONY FOR OUR DIGNITARIES......
Entertainment until Mid-Night.

For Further Information, Please Contact:

1. Mr. VANG Chong  —  559-681-1430
2. Mr. Lo-Cam OUN  —  479-414-9291
3. Mr. NaoPheng XIONG  —  651-332-4773
4. Dr. XayLong VANG  —  612-407-9535
5. Mr. Visanou KHAMPHOUIY  —  251-422-8557
6. Dr. Farley SAYSASENG  —  559-906-4693
7. Mr. Bounleum INSEETHONG  —  612-363-7722
8. Mr. Nouane PANGNASITHAVONG  —  571-239-5881
9. LTC Tou-Fu VANG  —  651-324-6805
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United Lao Council for Peace, Freedom and Reconstruction

撮れ強い情　めいさいびよう、　れいん　でし むすぶ

ประโยษา

กัดะบุปุ่่ อยู่ 公报ฉบับประกาศ

วิทยาประสบการณ์และสิทธิภักดีขั้นบัญชีที่จะแสดงต่อประชุม, เรียนวิชา และ ปั้นศูนย์
ในที่ประชุมพลัดภิษัพจากศูนย์และสัมพันธ์กัน, หลายเวลามีจุลประการศูนย์และหลักสูตรประพาน, ทุกข์ยากจั่งรักกัน และ ทั้งบ้านมีความแตกต่างที่เป็นราวเป็นทำ, ทะเบียน, เจ้าหน้าที่, ผู้แทน
และเปลี่ยนสถานที่จัดกิจกรรม เพื่อความประทับขึ้นต้องการให้ถูกต้อง, ระดับปั้น และ ต่อมงำผู้รักษา
เพื่อเชื่อมต่อระหว่างท่าน แก้ไขข้อด้อยที่เกิดขึ้นในอันดับระบบยุทธศาสตร์และรัฐบาลในประยุกต์สำเหถ
ลุ่่มลุ่มใหญ่.

ประโยษา

กัดะบุปุ่่ นาย modestประกาศ

วันนี้จะส่งที่ลง<Longen>บทสัญญาทางสังคมในปัจจุบัน, วัน วิตกกิจประกอบ <Memorandum Of Understanding> รุ่นที่นัก ได้ใจใจๆ สู่กันมุ่ง ความ dere 接触 ที่ผ่านมาอันตรายตัวถูกและถูก
กฎหมายจูงใจให้สู้ภัยสำเร็จ ภูเขายี่ทำ ไม่รู้จะเป็นบัญชี <กาวกด reinstatement>:

1. MOU และ ประชุมกล่าวที่ในประเทศจะต้องกิจวัตรสถานะจะเป็นประทับเป็น, มิใช่กิจวัตร, เรียนวิชา, ระดับปั้น และวิถีการหลักบูรณา เราจะจุลประการศูนย์การยืนยันนัก, จบอยู่ และ จบกิจวัตรสถานะ และ จิ้นแตร โมบายจะทำการกิจวัตรที่มี, เล็กกิจ, จบของ จบรักผูกภัยภัยสถานต่าง.

2. MOU และ ประชุมกล่าวที่ในประเทศจะต้องกิจวัตรใกล้บ้านปัจจุบันแสดงสรุปภัยประภัยใน
ไม่ได้พิจารณากิจวัตรเสร็จสิ้นอย่างมีความยั่งยืนในปัจจุบันหรือถ้าจะจัด, ถึงกิจการที่บันทึก และ มูล
มิให้เป็นกิจวัตรของคุณและที่ไม่ได้ข้อกำหนดหรือการกิจวัตรกิจวัตรและ ทะเบียนประทับ.
ការបំពេញ MOU

១. MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦ដែលជារបស់ក្រុងស៊ីហនុក៏ត្រូវបានពិនិត្យឈ្នះ ឈុតវិញកើត, លេខកូដ និង ធ្វើបញ្ចប់ការពិត្តិជាច្រើននៃ MOU.

២. MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦ដែលជារបស់ក្រុងស៊ីហនុក៏ត្រូវបានពិនិត្យឈ្នះ ឈុតវិញកើត, និងសមត្ថភារប្រការ និងសារជំនាញប្រការ ដែលមានការងារបញ្ចប់នៃ MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦.

៣. MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦ដែលជារបស់ក្រុងស៊ីហនុក៏ត្រូវបានពិនិត្យឈ្នះ ឈុតវិញកើត, និងសមត្ថភារប្រការ និងសារជំនាញប្រការ ដែលមានការងារបញ្ចប់នៃ MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦.

៤. MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦ដែលជារបស់ក្រុងស៊ីហនុក៏ត្រូវបានពិនិត្យឈ្នះ ឈុតវិញកើត, និងសមត្ថភារប្រការ និងសារជំនាញប្រការ ដែលមានការងារបញ្ចប់នៃ MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦.

៤. ប្រយោជន៍នៃ MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦ដែលជារបស់ក្រុងស៊ីហនុក៏ត្រូវបានពិនិត្យឈ្នះ ឈុតវិញកើត, និងសមត្ថភារប្រការ និងសារជំនាញប្រការ ដែលមានការងារបញ្ចប់នៃ MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦.

បើ MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦ដែលជារបស់ក្រុងស៊ីហនុក៏ត្រូវបានពិនិត្យឈ្នះ ឈុតវិញកើត, និងសមត្ថភារប្រការ និងសារជំនាញប្រការ ដែលមានការងារបញ្ចប់នៃ MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦. ប្រយោជន៍នៃ MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦ដែលជារបស់ក្រុងស៊ីហនុក៏ត្រូវបានពិនិត្យឈ្នះ ឈុតវិញកើត, និងសមត្ថភារប្រការ និងសារជំនាញប្រការ ដែលមានការងារបញ្ចប់នៃ MOU ដោយស្រុកសីហនុ៦.
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 unarmed, disarmed and disestablished MOU document that identifies the agreements made in the past years for future humanitarian assistance.

สมรักษ์ภูมิใจว่า มีบันทึก 4 บันทึก

โดยกล่าวค้ำว่า และ ยินดี.

General Soutchay Vongsavanh-Advisor

Mr. Yang Chong-DTC

Mr. Visanou Khamphouy-LPP

Dr. Somboun Thoraninh-LNC

Mr. Bounheung Bouapa-Anourak Lao

Mr. Vanhli Khamphouy-ADL/USA

Mr. Branlan Ungsta-Lao Youth

Dr. Farley Sayasang-LBDI

Mr. Bouanleuang Khaviravong-FLC

Dr. Khamlay Mouaivong-Lao Lamxang

Dr. James Keosampa-Lao Veterans

Mr. Davone Chounlamany-Lao-Foundation
To: Senator Robert Corker
Chairman of Senate Foreign Relations Committee
United States Senate
Dirksen Senate Office Building, SD-425
Washington, DC 20510

From: Former Royal Lao General Soutchay Vongsavanh
Former US Federal Government Employee at DOD.
OSD-DPMO (Intelligence Analyst).
4805 Walney Road
Chantilly, VA 20151

Dear Senator Corker

As you may recall, the kingdom of Laos has been under communist Vietnamese control since 1975 due to the fact that former Secretary of State, Mr. Henry Kissinger, was in a rush to disengage American Forces from Indochina’s quagmire, admonishing the Lao Royal Government into accepting a fateful coalition with the Pathet Lao, a Vietminh front created purposely for the conquest and domination of our homeland, Laos.

Since then, our compatriots have been deprived of the basic human rights and fundamental freedoms as the Lao People Democratic Republic is a one-party authoritarian regime where the communist Vietnamese have become absolute masters in the country.

Aware that then- American administration may intend to direct its foreign policy toward spreading the wind of freedom and democracy across the Asia Continents, we have taken this auspicious occasion to write to President Donald Trump (see enclosed copy) and would be grateful if you would lend your precious support to our request. Thank you in advance for your time and consideration.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my respectful gratitude and my highest consideration.

[Signature]

Former Royal Lao Gen. Soutchay Vongsavanh
Former US Federal Government Employee at DOD.
OSD-DPMO (Intelligence Analyst).
Honorary Advisor of United Lao Council (ULC)

cc: Tiao Phouangsavath, President ULC
Mr. Chong Vang, President USA/ULC
TRIP TO DC, MARCH 19-20, 2018

BY

ERNIE TOU-FU VANG

ENTRANCE CONFERENCE

GOOD MORNING/AFTERNOON:

DISTINGUISHED PARTICIPANTS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSY TIME IN WELCOMING US TO YOUR PRESTIGIOUS DEPARTMENT.

WE REPRESENT OVERSEAS LAO-AMERICAN POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS ADVOCATING ON HUMAN RIGHTS, FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY TO CHANGE THE CURRENT COMMUNIST LAO SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT INTO DEMOCRACY SOON.

INTRODUCTION

TODAY, WE REPRESENT MOU-I DELEGATION, WHICH CONSISTS OF 4 MAJOR POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS, FORMED LAST NOVEMBER, 2017 IN MN, UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF GEN. SOUTCHAY VONGSAVANH, ULC HONORABLE ADVISOR,

1. ULC, SHORT FOR THE UNITED LAO COUNCIL FOR PEACE, FREEDOM AND RECONSTRUCTION.
   GEN. SOUTCHAY VONGSAVANH, HONORABLE ADVISOR AND TEAM LEADER (VA.)
   LTC TOU-FU VANG, SECRETARY & MOU-STAFF OFFICER (FROM MN.)
   DR. XAYLONG YANG, CHAIRMAN “STRATEGIC COMMITTEE” (FROM MN.)
   MR. KONGDAH LEE, CHAIRMAN “FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE” (FROM AK.)

2. LPP, LAO PEOPLE POWER
   MR. VISANOU KHAMPHOY, PRESIDENT (FROM ALABAMA).
   MR. KHEUAB DOUANGPHRACHANH, ASSIST. SECRETARY (FROM CANADA.)

3. LUDI, SHORT FOR LAO UNITED FOR DEMOCRACY AND INDEPENDENCE
   DR. FARLEY SAYASENG, PRESIDENT (FROM CA.)
   Mr. ONEKEO PHONGSAVANH, SECRETARY (FROM WI.)

4. FLC, SHORT FOR FREE LAO CAMPAIGN
   MAJOR HOUMPHANH RATTANAKHOM, PRESIDENT (FROM GA.)
   MR. IN-SEE-THONG, VICE-PRESIDENT & MOU-STAFF OFFICER (FROM MN.)

PURPOSE OF VISIT:

WE ARE HERE TO SHARE THE CURRENT CHRONIC PROBLEMS THAT HAVE BEEN GOING ON IN LAOS, WHAT WE HAVE BEEN DOING AND PLAN TO DO IN THE FUTURE.
- SINCE COMING TO AMERICA IN 1975, WE HAVE ESTABLISHED VARIOUS KINDS OF SOCIAL/POLITICAL/RELIGIOUS/EMPLOYMENT/EDUCATIONAL/ECONOMIC/ AND LATELY MEDIA SELF-HELP ORGANIZATIONS TO HELP OUR PEOPLE ADJUST TO LIFE IN AMERICA. THE POLITICAL AND REGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS ARE MAINLY SUPPORTED BY PRIVATE LAO-AMERICAN COMMUNITIES. HOWEVER, RECENT LAOS POLITICAL LANDSCAPE IS CHANGING BOTH INSIDE THE COUNTRY AND IN OVERSEAS - CALLING FOR ALL LAO UNITY TO SAVE THE COUNTRY FROM VIETNAM AND CHINA'S DOMINATION. THEREFORE, AT ULC ANNUAL CONFERENCE LAST NOVEMBER, 25, 2017, IN MINNEASOATE, WE HAVE DECIDED TO INITIATE THE FORMATION OF MOU-I TO UNIFY 4 MAJOR POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS, AND WILL EXPAND IT INTO MOU-II OF ALL MAJOR OVERSEAS LAO POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS INTO ONE LAO DEMOCRATIC COUNCIL WITH THE AIM TO NEGOTIATE WITH THE CURRENT LAO GOVERNMENT FOR RECONCILIATION AND RECONSTRUCTION OF THE COUNTRY INTO A TRULY INDEPENDENT, PEACEFUL, DEMOCRATIC, ENOMIC AND MILITARY SELF-SUFFICIENCY AND PROSPEROUS COUNTRY LIKE SINGAPORE IN THE FUTURE.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE OVERALL VIOLATION AND ABUSE OF HUMAN RIGHTS, FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY IN LAOS:

***Communism and High Corruptions – are the biggest chronic problems in Laos since taking over the country in 1975. The authoritarian communist LPDR gives favor mostly to their political cadres families and relatives for good and high paying positions. Corruptions are rampant from top to bottom and high officials are involved in all kinds of economic transactions – be them Special Economic Zones, deforestation/logging, land contracting/grabbing, dams building and the abused charging of the poor Lao workers returning from Thailand by local authorities. High corruption is so serious at all levels of government for the last 42 years that even today Laos does not have a functional budget to pay its workers on a regular monthly basis. The government exists by borrowing money and foreign aids which consist of 68% of its GDP).
SCHEDULES OF MOU-I WASHINGTON, D.C. TRIP
March 18 – 21, 2018

Ambassador Grover Joseph Rees (Retired) managed to schedule a couple of meetings as follows:

Sunday, March 18, 2018

3:00 p.m. Lunch meeting at Jaleo Restaurant in Crystal City (Arlington VA) very near Reagan National Airport (DCA).

Monday, March 19, 2018

11 a.m.: Meeting with staff members (and possibly with one or more Commissioners) of the US Commission for International Religious Freedom.

2 p.m.: Meeting at the State Department with officers representing the DRL (Democracy, Human Rights and Labor) Bureau and the Office of International Religious Freedom, and tentatively the East Asia and Pacific Affairs (EAP) Bureau.

4:30 p.m.: Meeting with Dr. Nguyen Dinh Thang of Boat People SOS at BPSOS headquarters in Falls Church, Virginia.

MONDAY MEETINGS REQUESTED BUT NOT YET CONFIRMED:

1. I have made repeated attempts to get in touch with the State Department’s Global Engagement Center (GEC) by email and by telephone, both to Acting Co-ordinator Daniel Kimmage and to others in the office. I did manage to speak with someone who gave me a group e-mail address for the people in the office who work on grants. I emailed them yesterday but still have not heard back from anyone. (The staffer with whom I spoke seemed a little confused when I told him I was seeking a meeting for a Lao-American delegation, because GEC’s work does not have anything to do with Laos. But I told him the delegation would like a chance to sit down with GEC representatives and perhaps to persuade them that they should broaden their focus to include Laos.) I have reserved the 3 p.m. slot on Monday in case GEC is willing to meet.

2) The National Endowment for Democracy (NED) officer with principal responsibility for Asia has indicated that her colleague who works on Laos will get back to me soon.
Tuesday, March 20, 2018

9:30 a.m.: Meeting with Senator John Boozman (R.-Ark.), organized by Mr. Kongdah Lee.
320 Hart Building, 120 Constitution Ave, Washington DC 20510 (202) 224-4843

10:30 a.m.: Meeting with Senator Tina Smith (D-MN) 309 Hart Senate Office Building
(202) 224-5641

2 p.m.: Meeting with Congressman Christopher Smith (R.-N.J.). (Congressman Smith will be at
the meeting if his schedule permits, and otherwise will be represented by a senior staff member.
He is a prominent advocate for human rights and democracy and is currently the Chairman of the
House Foreign Affairs subcommittee with responsibility for global human rights issues. Some
members of your delegation may recall that in the late 1990s Congressman Smith held hearings
on persecution of Lao Hmong.)
2373 Rayburn House Office Bldg (202) 225-3765

3:30 p.m.: Meeting with Members and/or (more likely) staff members of the Tom Lantos
Congressional Human Rights Commission.
4150 O'Neill Federal Building, 200 C Street SW, Washington DC 20515 (202) 225-3599

Wednesday, March 21, 2018

3:00 p.m.: Meeting with Representative Bruce Westerman (R.-Ark.), organized by Mr. Kongdah
Lee. I will be unable to attend this meeting, because I’ll be leaving early Wednesday morning to
return home to Louisiana.
130 Cannon House Office Bldg., 27 Independence Ave, SE, Washington DC (202) 225-3772

Dr. XayLong Yang
Delegation Secretary
Oct. 3, 2018

Acting Assistant Secretary Patrick Murphy
DOS/Bureau of East Asia and Pacific Affairs
Harry S. Truman Building
2201 C. Street, NW.
Washington, DC., 20520

Dear Acting Assistant Secretary Patrick Murphy,

I am writing to request you to be our key note speaker at our upcoming Oct. 27, 2018 ULC/MOU (United Lao Council MOU) Annual Conference in St. Paul, MN. We will be glad to pay for your airline ticket and hotel, if necessary.

I am General Soutchay Vongsavanh, a former Royal Lao Army Commander in Military Region IV, in Southern Laos. I am now an honorable advisor to the MOU Group of Lao-American political parties/organizations advocating on human rights, freedom of religions and democracy to change the current Lao communist system into democracy. Our MOU-I of 4 groups of Lao-American Political Organizations visited Washington, DC on March 19-20, 2018, under the coordination of Ambassador Joseph Rees (retired). We are in the process of forming MOU-II with a dozen more Lao-American political organizations to participate in this Oct. 27, 2018 MOU Annual Conference in St. Paul, Minnesota.

As you may recall, the kingdom of Laos, which was a strong Ally of the United States, has been controlled by the communist Pathet Lao since 1975, with the support of communist Vietnam's troops in violation of the 1973 Vientiane Laos Peace Agreement. Since then, our Lao compatriots have been deprived of basic human rights and fundamental freedoms, as the Lao People’s Democratic Republic is a one authoritarian party regime. However, after 43 years, Laos continues to be among the poorest country in the world without a functional budget to pay its government workers on a regular monthly basis, even the country has abundant richness in minerals and timber-woods. It survives on loans and foreign aids up to 68% of its GDP. Communism and high corruptions are the key problems for the country.
Aware that the new American Administration Policy is to ensure that peace, freedom, security and prosperity are maintained in Indochina/ASEAN and the Indo-Pacific Region, we will greatly appreciate if you would take a little of your time to come and meet with our Lao leaders and young professionals from Canada, France, Australia, across the US and possibly from Thailand as well at our Oct. 27, 2018 Annual Conference in Minnesota; your presence will lend a good support to our Lao-American Political Unity for the Reconvening of the 1973 Vientiane Laos Peace Agreement so that there will be Reconciliation and Reconstruction of Laos to be a true independent, peaceful, democratic and prosperous nation like other ASEAN countries.

We look forward to hearing from you soon.

Yours respectfully,

Gen. Soutchay Vongsavanh
Honorable Advisor to ULC/MOU